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From the Editor  

 

Dear Partner, 
 
Welcome once again to the twenty-ninenth 
edition of Disability Lesotho, the monthly email 
newsletter from Lesotho National Federation of 
the Disabled. This newsletter will cover news 
for October, 2014  
 
This e-newsletter is a platform whereby 
partners in the disability sector share the good 
work they do and learn from the work of others. 
This includes news, events, updates, activities 
and all issues affecting people with disability in 
Lesotho. We therefore welcome contributions of 
any nature from all organizations working to 
improve the lives of people in Lesotho, 
including those with disability. 
 
Looking how things are happening towards 
people with disabilities, I am very disappointed 
in the government of Lesotho. All the promises 
are on paper or in the office but there is no 
change. People with disabilities are continuing 
to suffer; there are no opportunities to jobs.  
 
It is very sad because even during the time 
there is opportunity of a certain job; people with 
disabilities are still left behind, they are not even 
given opportunity to prove themselves.  
  

 
There is no provision of orthopedic services; this 
means there is still a problem from Ministry of Social 
Development to get help. Nobody is saying anything 
about how people with disabilities in this country are 
suffering. Policies and plans towards disability are not 
going anywhere due to political instability in Lesotho. 
 
I plea to PWDs in this country to work hard and find 
out from the Independent Electoral Commission 
whether the polling stations for the coming election will 
be accessible. It is now time for action, let us face the 
reality and meet people in charge and make things 
clear to our side. 
 
If you would like to contribute to the next issue or have 
received this newsletter from a third party and wish to 
be included on the mailing list please contact 
Pascalina Letsau on (+266) 5905 5406 or 
pletsau@gmail.com 
 
If missed any edition please visit www.lnfod.org.ls 
 
We welcome any feedback that may improve the 
quality and content of this free service.  
 
Best regards, 

The Editor  

 
 

mailto:pletsau@gmail.com
http://www.lnfod.org.ls/
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 DIRECTOR’S CORNER 
Let us all celebrate the 3rd December  
 
By: Sefuthi Nkhasi 
 
Lesotho disability movement in close collaboration 
with the government of Lesotho, local, and 
international organisations based in Lesotho will 
commemorate the International day of persons 
with disabilities on the 3 December 2014, in the 
district of Qacha’s Nek  under the theme 
“sustainable development: the promise of 
technology”  
Her Majesty the Queen of Lesotho, in her capacity 
as the Patron of LNFOD will deliver the keynote 
address. The special guests includes but are not 
limited to; The right Honourable the Prime 
Minister, Minister of Social Development and the 
minister of Communication, Science and 
Technology. 
People with disabilities who are interested to join 
the celebrations in the host district are encouraged 
to register their names at the DPOS offices in 
Maseru. However, those from Mafeteng, Mohale’s 
Hoek, and Quthing are encouraged to register with 
M30 at the social development district offices. 
People with disabilities from other districts not 
mentioned here can attend the event at their own 
costs. 
LNFOD is encouraging the residents of Qach’s 
nek to attend the event in commemoration of this 
unique day that will be celebrated in their district 

Throughout human history, technology has always 
impacted the way people live. The Industrial 
Revolution ushered in a new age of technology 
that raised the standards of living of people around 
the world and their access to goods and services. 
Today, technology is built in to every facet of daily 
living. The emergence of information and 
communications technologies have dramatically 
increased connectivity between people and their 
access to information, and further raised living 
standards. 

ICTs have indeed changed the way people live, 
work and play. However, not all people benefit 
from the advances of technology and the higher 
standards of living. This is mainly because not all 
people have access to new technologies and not 
all people can afford them. 
 

Today, there are over 1 billion people living in the 
world with some form of disability. In Lesotho, it is 
estimated that, around 4% of the total population live 
with some form of disability. Around the world, 
persons with disabilities not only face physical 
barriers but also social, economic and attitudinal 
barriers. Furthermore, disability is associated with 
twenty per cent of global poverty, of which the 
majority live in developing countries. In spite of being 
the world’s largest minority group, persons with 
disabilities and the issue of disability has remained 
largely invisible in the mainstream development 
frameworks and its processes. 

Since 1992, the annual observance of the 
International Day of Disabled Persons aims to 
promote an understanding of disability issues and 
mobilize support for the dignity, rights and well-being 
of persons with disabilities. It also seeks to increase 
awareness of gains to be derived from the 
integration of persons with disabilities in every 
aspect of political, social, economic and cultural life. 

The observance of this year’s International Day of 
Persons with Disabilities (IDPD) provides an 
opportunity to further raise awareness of disability as 
a cross-cutting development issue. The theme of this 
year's commemoration, “Sustainable Development: 
The promise of technology” is timely, as it marks the 
conclusion of the period of the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGS) in 2015 and the 
launching of the new development framework of 
sustainable development goals (SDGs). 

The 2014 commemoration of IDPD will work to 
harness the power of technology to promote 
inclusion and accessibility to help realize the full and 
equal participation of persons with disabilities in 
society and shape the future of sustainable 
development for all! 

Three sub-themes chosen will focus on the 
promise of technology in: 

 Disability-Inclusive Sustainable Development 
Goals 

 Disaster Risk Reduction and Emergency 
Responses 

 Creating Enabling Work Environments 
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LNFOD holds a guest Lecture for 
students of the Lesotho College of 
education 
 
By: Maja Matsoha 

 
The realization of inclusive education for learners 
with disabilities in Lesotho is still facing many 
challenges, amongst them the lack of and National 
Inclusive Education Policy that would ensure 
uniformity of approached towards inclusive 
education. One of the many challenges is the lack of 
sensitization on the rights of persons with disabilities 
and the continuing discrimination faced by persons 
with disabilities. The lack of assistive services, 
devices and technology needed for learning by 
learners with disabilities is also another major 
challenge. 
 
In order to sensitize teachers in training on disability 
rights LNFOD held a guest Lecture Series at the 
Lesotho College of education coordinated by the 
Department of Special Education on 12 September 
2014. Over 500 students of the college together with 
lecturers attended the Lecture from various 
departments within the college and the Dean of 
Social Sciences. 
 
Representatives from LNFOD and Disabled Persons 
Organizations namely, IDAL, LNLVIP, NADL, 
LNAPD were also present to address questions 
raised by students on disability rights and 
challenges faced by persons with disabilities in 
accessing education. 
 
The main presentation delivered by Executive Board 
Member LNFOD Mr. Sam Letima covered the 
background of disability in Lesotho, which 
highlighted the attitudinal and structural barriers 
faced by persons with disabilities. The presentation 
then covered the concept of inclusive education as 
well as the models of approaches towards disability 
and challenges faced by learners with disabilities in 
Lesotho. 
 
Some of the questions raised by students were: 
 
1. Referrals: where should I refer a learner with 
disabilities who I suspect is being sexually abused 

2.  Assistive devices: what do I do when a 
learner with disability is unable to reach their 
full learning potential due to the lack of 
assistive devices which government is not 
providing? 
 
3. Protective laws: are there any protective 
laws nationally to protect persons with 
disability from the various forms of 
discrimination faced. 
 
4. Some schools infrastructure is 
inaccessible for learners with disability how 
can they access education inclusively unless 
such infrastructure is changed? 

 

 
LCE Students take notes during the Lecture 
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Social protection for People with 
Disabilities: 
 
By: Seabata Lengosane 
 
To the best of my recollection, Lesotho ratified 
the UN CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF 
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES on the 3 
December 2008. 
 
I still remember that, the purpose of this 
Convention is to promote, protect and ensure 
the fundamental human rights of people with 
disabilities in the world.  
 
People with disabilities living in Lesotho were 
anticipating their government to change their 
lives tremendously as it was internationally 
obliged by the Convention to do so. 
 
However, people with disabilities continue to 
face serious inequalities in terms of access to 
education, employment opportunities, access to 
healthcare services and other basic social 
services. 
 
First, Lesotho was to enact disability specific 
legislation as the means through which the 
disability convention would be domesticated in 
Lesotho. As a member of disability movement of 
Lesotho, I know that, our government has been 
too much reluctant in terms of realising the 
rights of people with disabilities. 
 
For example, the National Disability and 
Rehabilitation Policy adopted in 2011 remains a 
white elephant with no guidelines for 
implementation. 
 
To date, Lesotho does not have the disability 
specific legislation which was to be done in 
2008. Since then, People with disabilities and 
their representative’s organisations have been 
awaiting the disability legislation. Nevertheless, 
excuses and postponements of when the act will 
be in place are keeping on bouncing back to the 
people with disabilities. 
 
 

 

The current minister of Social Development 
always uttered the words of support to 
people with disabilities. However, nothing 
tangible is happening for people with 
disabilities on the ground. The current 
minister has been going around the country 
telling people with disabilities to form self-
help groups on the pretext that, they will be 
financed by the ministry of Social 
Development   
 
Unfortunately, the ministry later announced 
that, they were no longer going to support 
the self-help groups of people with 
disabilities because the funds were no more. 
 
I recently learned that, the government of 
Lesotho has adopted the Social Protection 
Strategy that among others approves the 
provision of disability grant. I am eagerly 
waiting to see whether the government will 
fulfill this strategy. 
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Leadership training workshop to 
members of DPO Branch 
Committees 

 
Participants during the training listening to Mr. Masenyetse 

 
On the 30th – 31st October, at Mashaleng 
Community Council in the District of 
Mohales’hoek, member affiliates LNFOD 
namely; IDAL, LNLVIP, Lesotho National 
Association of the Physically Disabled (LNAPD) 
and National Association of the Deaf Lesotho 
(NADL) held a 2 – day training on leadership for 
DPO Leaders.  Within all these participants 
there was ‘M’e ‘Matseli Manosa, who is a 
member of planning committee and a 
representative of women and children with 
disabilities in the council.  
 
The objective of the training is to help each 
other on self-awareness and esteem to 
committee members. Leaders should be 
equipped in order to be self – reliant and have 
confidence; now Organisational Development 
planned this activity, as it is LNFOD’s task to 
support and empower its members with life- 
skills.  
 
Mr. Masenyetse from LNLVIP was the opening 
session whereby talked about self-awareness 
and esteem. The session was done in pairs but 
everyone has presented, this session was the 
icebreaker to the participants. Masenyetse 
stressed that participants should know 
themselves better so that they could be 
respected, as they will be working with many 
people.  
 
 

The followed session was on Advocacy skills 
and challenges of advocacy at community 
levels and facilitated by Miss Selloane Pitso 
from IDAL. She started by asking the question 
like; what is advocacy? This question 
answered by participants showing that we can 
do advocacy in many different ways; it is only 
depending on what circumstances of the 
issue. So, as people with disabilities we have 
to do advocacy for ourselves as we face 
some barriers. The session continued by 
group works where participants imitated 
challenges facing people who are doing 
advocacy work. There were some challenges 
that the participants learned like; time 
management and ways of presenting the 
issue before the service provider, we may find 
someone who has some difficulties of his / her 
own. This person can be insensitive to you, 
what you have to do is; do not ever do what 
the officer has started but be modest. 
 
Mrs. Likopo Lesoetsa facilitated the subject of 
Communication skills. She wanted to know 
what communication is from the participants. 
She continued saying communication is the 
way of passing the message to someone.  
 
There are three ways of how communication 
is being done meaning; 1. Method – 
Interpreting, radios, mobile phones and social 
media. 2. Reasons of communication – 
Opinions, to ask for something like food or 
water. 3. Opportunity – do you have any 
opportunity to seek for service provision, 
opportunity to have information about what is 
happening within the community that you are 
living in? It is important to remove all the 
barriers that are affecting a good 
communication, use the easy language and 
clear to the point to a person, you are talking 
to.  
 
We need support from other people when 
doing advocacy work. This means; our 
neighbours, friends, service providers and 
local authorities should firstly know what are 
our concerns / issues to demand. 
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The session followed was on good governance 
and Mrs. ‘Malebohang Malakane from LNAPD 
facilitated the mandate of LNFOD and the 
structure. Her task was to elaborate more about 
LNFOD and its member affiliates. 
 
One participant who is visually impaired Mr. 
Marumo said; “I am very happy to have this type of 
the training as we are now going to be able to do 
our work. It is now going to be easy as we will use 
all the techniques and skills we have acquired.”  
 
Problem solving skills is another topic we touched. 
Accountability is a key of solving problems. Every 
person in the committee should do the role 
smoothly and account to the committee at large, 
so to avoid conflicts.  
 
Mrs ‘Matseli Manosa a local councilor at 
Mashaleng community council stated her gratitude 
to LNFOD for training people with disabilities at 
Mashaleng community council. “This was a very 
good training as it will change lives of people with 
disabilities. We are now going to start because it 
will be easy for me to raise or advocate for people 
with disabilities within the council. I would like to 
avail myself at any activity that will benefit people 
with disabilities. I real thank you and LNFOD as 
large for the good job.” Concluded Mrs. Manosa 
 
The same training continued at Kanana 
Community Council in the Berea District on the 4th 
– 5th November. The challenge that was there at 
Kanana was that the attendance was too low 
compared to the previous training. The other 
difficult was the rain which was too high on the 
day. Other DPOs like NADL and IDAL the 
committee members were not elected as there 
were no representatives that could allow the 
association to elect the committee. Even though 
the activity was very nice as the participants were 
able to talk and asking questions about disability 
and the organizations. There also songs 
performed by the participants. 
 
During the presentation about communications, it 
is where the participants showed that there are 
some social media like whats – up, twitter, 
newspapers and letters to use in order to pass 
messages. Communication can be between more 
than two people.  
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Participants listening to Mrs. Likopo Lesoetsa at Kanana 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mr. Masenyetse doing his presentation at Kanana 
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Difficulties of not having health 
services in time 

  
Monkhe who is struggling to have his leg back 

 

By: Pascalina Letsau 
 
Monkhe Phelane is a Mosotho man aged 32. He 
is wearing a blanket not because it is cold but 
only because he is from Mafeteng in the village 
called Bolumatau. The Mafeteng people well 
known of wearing blankets. 
 
Phelane has been amputated and using artificial 
leg. He was once a trainee at Itjareng Vocational 
Training in the years of 2007– 2008. He trained 
on woodwork and joinery. “I am now not doing 
what I was learning at Itjareng due to financial 
constraints and because equipments and 
materials for woodwork are very expensive.” said 
Monkhe 
 
“I think the idea of establishing centres like 
Itjareng and other institutions like Ithuseng were 
good but the problem is; most of us if it is not all 
of us are not doing what we have learnt. I think 
that is where the problem is. As I have said, I am 
now focusing on agriculture like planting trees 
and vegetables that I think they are doing that 
much for my life. 
 

GENERAL NEWS 
“I am earning the life through social grant that is 
amounting to M250 per month. It is not covering 
the needs that I have. Since July this year my 
artificial leg gave me hardship up until now. I have 
to travel a long from Mafeteng to Maseru to fix my 
leg. This means I have to use a lot of money and 
if do not have it my life is in danger. This also 
means it can take me a year to two years without 
a leg. For all these problems, I put the blame to 
the government of Lesotho especially ministry of 
health as I think to have artificial leg is part of 
health.“ Said Phelane 
 
People that are facing physical challenges those 
are getting services at orthopedic are real in 
danger I this country as there is nobody hearing 
our voice. The orthopedic workshop within the 
government is always not having materials to fix 
assistive devices. The situation itself is denying 
health right to people with physical disabilities. 
People who are taking responsible to run this 
department are not ready to support issues of 
disability. 
 
The question is; ‘does the orthopedic run by 
ministry of health or social development? we are 
really frustrated as people with disabilities.’ 
 
This question is brought after realizing that 
nobody is read to tell us when we have questions 
about the department. The condition is making 
people with physical disability helpless and losing 
their dignity without assistive devices the people 
with physical disabilities are relying on. There is 
nothing to continue without having these 
equipments there is no easy life, as they are 
important to their life but nobody cares. 
 
“We are struggling to have services at this 
department as there are no materials. I wonder 
why the government of Lesotho if is not qualifying 
to provide these services not leaving it to 
someone. We are tired of suffering as PWDs, the 
department was closed for a long time not 
thinking that people with disabilities are in need of 
the service. May the Almighty God save Lesotho 
and give us someone who will care about PWDs 
or be in a position to let PWDs participate fully in 
the development and planning for this country.” 
concluded Monkhe 
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Veronica Baloyi – a wheelchair – user and a motivational  
speaker 
 

I am Veronica Baloyi based in Gauteng Pretoria in a 
suburb called Soshanguve in South Africa. 
 
I am now a wheelchair – user. In 1996, I had a terrible 
accident. I was pushed from the sixth floor in a flat as 
six men kidnapped me. I was rushed to the hospital 
and diagnosed permanent paraplegia. I was 
rehabilitated for eight Months as I undergone 10 
surgeries. I also told that I will not conceive but today I 
am having two daughters Letlhogonolo and 
Lindokuhle Boloyi.  
 
With my disability, I managed to go back to school, 
completed my matric, and awarded a bursary to 
further my studies. I am now working for Transnet Rail 
Engineering as a Logistic Manager. 
 
My exposure to the media was a true blessing as I am 
now an Ambassador for Ottoblock South Africa. 
 
 As I realized that, my disability was a blessing in 
disguise I decided to become a Motivational Speaker, 
as I like to mentor and empower my fellow brothers 
and sisters with disabilities.  

Media exposure:  

 

1. Scanto lovelife program 2.  Felicia show,  

3. Spirit Suldae, 4. Several magazines 

      - Drum magazine 

      - Ngove magazine 

      - City Press newspaper 

      - Daily sun 

      - Rolling Inspiration 

 

In September this year, awarded an award for 

South African Disability Woman Tribute Award 

because was elected as the lead the Transnet 

Employment Equity inside and outside. 

 

“I would like to encourage all my fellow 

brothers and sister in Lesotho that are 

challenged physical and emotional that we 

must have faith in ourselves. Let us do more 

on everything that we are doing. Remember 

that; ‘disability is not inability.’ I am happy 

because from today in Lesotho can see huge 

change that is going to benefit us all. The 

leaders of this country always remember our 

slogan that says; ‘Nothing is about us 

without us’, this means people with 

disabilities should participate fully in matters 

that affects them.” concluded Veronica.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Veronica Baloyi after motivating PWDs Maseru Lesotho 
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 order find out their needs on education, health, 
rehabilitation, assistive devices and livelihood. 
 
The Hon. Prime Minister Dr. Thomas Motsoahae 
Thabane also addressed people. He showed his 
pleasant of being within the assemblage of 
disability. “I am not here only because I was 
invited but because it is the group that I love with 
all my heart. Some of you know that I have been 
telling that in my house I have a child who is 
disabled.” said Thabane.  

 
Hon. Prime Minister addressing PWDs during the event. 

 
He continued saying; ‘It’s been a long time that we 
see people suffering. I think within the short time 
that I am given to rule this country; I want to make 
change to people with disabilities before I could 
step down.  It will be up to someone who will be 
my successor to change those plans. I have 
opened the office by the name of Special Projects 
that is run by my wife. My intention for opening 
this office is to make sure that people with 
disabilities are helped in this office, if my wife 
cannot do so, she would have disappointed me a 
lot.” said the Prime Minister. 
 
The activity was an eye – opener to the sports 
commission and government of Lesotho through 
the ministry of sports that it is a need to people 
with disabilities to be catered for. There is a need 
to people with disabilities to play, as it is another 
way of exercising to their bodies.  This means 
there should be sport wheelchairs, accessible 
sporting equipments and grounds. We have a 
high hope that things will change to the better 
when looking at sports in relating to disabilities. 
The event postponed due to heavy rains that day.  

Elite athletics with disability (EAD) 
 

By: Pascalina Letsau  
 
The event was organized by PAVE for Gender 
Equality – Moafrika FM and CTM Orthopedic 
Workshop. It was on the 1st November at 
‘Mabathoana grounds. The Sport Commission of 
Lesotho also took a lead to support sports to people 
with disabilities in this country. There were also 
representatives from Ottoblock South Africa. The 
government of Lesotho by the Prime Minister of 
Lesotho and his Partner supported the event. The 
event was also covered by media as Lesotho 
Television and Lesotho News Agency (LENA) which 
is giving out news to Independent Media Houses like 
Radio stations and newspapers. 
 
The institutions of people with disabilities were 
invited to participate in these sports. Morapeli Girls 
with Physical disabilities Centre, St. Bernadette 
Resource Centre for the Blind, Phelisanong, Itjareng 
Vocational Training Centre and Ithuseng Vocational 
and Rehabilitation Centre and individuals with 
disabilities from all over the districts of Lesotho.  
 
The sports that were to be played were; Table – 
tennis, football, netball, chess, athletics and Sesotho 
games like; Liketoana, Moraba – raba, Litolobonya 
and many more. Like I said; there were people from 
South Africa attended the event, Mrs. Veronica 
Baloyi – a wheelchair – user and a motivational 
speaker made her speech. She also talked to many 
individuals with disabilities and asked some 
questions like; ‘do people with disabilities getting 
grant. When talking to the interviewer she continued 
asking this question; ‘if people with disabilities are 
doing voluntary work are they paid or what? If not; 
how do they survive because we all know that they 
are the most vulnerable people in the World?’ asked 
Mrs. Baloyi.  
 
Nkhono ‘Mammopa Phae elaborated more on 
issues of disabilities. She has been involved in 
disabilities for a long time since she was working in 
the Ministry of Education and Training under 
department of Special Education Unit. She is still 
continuing to raise awareness on issues of disability 
at Moafrika FM and going for outreach in  
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 As the follow – up for the meeting immediately 
on the 22nd October, the training on GBV was 
held to women with physical disabilities at their 
office. The training was held by Gender 
including Khotla Lesotho. Khotla Lesotho is a 
group of Basotho men who are willing to 
support gender issues. People with disabilities 
were trained on their responsibility in their life, 
what causes abuse, how to report abuse and 
at what time, places to report to like; 
neighbours, chief, police stations. Ways of 
preventing abuses in the family and treatment 
of HIV and AIDS. The activity was 
knowledgeable to people with disabilities to 
advocate for their rights and protect 
themselves from the perpetrators.  
 
The training workshop was too short as it took 
only a day, so there was no time for questions 
and comments. This means there is a need for 
this association to have this type of training. 
This does not mean only to people with 
physical disability only but for other people with 
disabilities.   

  

 

GBV stakeholders’ meeting – 
Maseru  
 

By: ‘Malebohang Malakane 

 
On the 9th – 14th October LNFOD women’s 
Forum attended follow – up meeting on Gender 
Based Violence Steering Committee held at 
Lehakoe Recreational Club. The delegates 
were ‘Malebohang Malakane who is a secretary 
for the forum. The meeting was for different 
stakeholders that collaborate in fight against 
GBV. The international and local organizations, 
local authorities participated in this meeting. 
 
The meeting agreed that there should be 
established a steering committee as a driving 
body to strengthen and enhance the efforts and 
activities of stakeholders in the country, the 
reason being the prevention of and response to 
GBV.  All these institutions should be 
capacitated so that organizations could be self 
care, the stakeholders should be in a position to 
prepare and consolidate a plan of action for 
each year in a coordinated manner, ensuring 
coordination with other gender groups, human 
rights and Gender Technical Committee (GTC) 
 
The meeting thought of development of 
strategic partnership with trusted advocacy 
organizations and journalists. In addition we 
spoke about supporting each other in advocacy 
at all levels through community mobilization, 
supporting each other in behavior change and 
at all develop IEC materials. The development 
of implementing and monitoring, the referral 
pathway to ensure the referral systems focusing 
on providing prompt and appropriate services to 
GBV survivors including HIV related services. 
 

The collaboration will also raise awareness to 
people by conducting trainings workshops on 
GBV for members of the working group to 
increase knowledge based on GBV, distribution 
of regular and consistent reports to all 

stakeholders to keep them informed about the 
nature and extent of GBV and who it is being 
addressed. 
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 OPINION PIECE 
 

When will member states take 
action? 

By: Likopo Lesoetsa 

Women and girls with disabilities are left behind 
when coming to issues of technology especially 
in the continent of Africa. There is lack of basic 
literacy and computer skills needed to enter into 
new professions for them. It is the responsibility 
of the nation to see to it that women and girls 
are trained in all these new technologies. I am 
worried about the way women and girls are 
vulnerable to information. 

Women and girls with disabilities are facing 
discrimination, which is three-fold due to 
disability, being women and poverty. They are 
also discriminated in employment because they 
lack literacy. Since I realized this discrimination 
against women and girls, I only know them as 
people who used to sew dresses, uniforms and 
they become self – employed not employed. 
People are thinking that women and girls with 
disabilities cannot do other duties like working 
in the office of the Prime Minister/ President as 
a private secretary or any duty. 
 
The specific measures be      taken to prevent 
discrimination against women with disabilities in 
employment based on marriage, maternity and 
reproductive right. Women are still facing 
challenges in healthcare services. Women with 
disabilities are still harassed if they need to 
know about their bodies and reproductive right.  
 
I would like to share in particular acclaimed UN 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities and how Women and Girls with 
Disabilities affected by the Gender-Based 
Violence and whether the Laws and Policies 
are inclusive of Disabilities. We have to work 
hard to eradicate injustice for girls and women 
with disabilities. The highest violence that target 
WWD is sexual and emotional abuse but there 
are no cases laid against perpetrators. 
 
 

 

 

I think it is high time that member states 
especially the Mountain Kingdom think twice 
when doing their plans and programmes to 
include issues of disability. Most UN member 
states have signed and ratified the UN 
Convention on the Rights of People with 
Disabilities. This means Lesotho is not 
exception to that, with this I wonder when will 
the government of Lesotho protect and 
support people with disabilities. In this UN 
document, which Lesotho became a signatory 
in 2008, there is article 6, which is specifically 
focusing to women with disabilities, and how 
the State will tackle their issues. There is 
vision 2020 strategy in Lesotho, which 
women and men with disabilities are closely 
looking at its implementation. We also look at 
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 
and 50/50 Gender Equity 2015. Both of them 
hopefully have issues of disabilities that 
should be reached by the specific targeted 
time. Can we reach all these targets without 
having the participation of Persons with 
Disabilities?    
 
It is very sad to see girls and women with 
disabilities not accessing services like 
education, employment, information and 
technology, healthcare, protection under law 
and political right. Our decision makers, policy 
makers are quiet about all challenges that we 
are facing. I think it is now high time for 
women with disabilities in Africa to make 
noise and voice out for our rights, the World is 
ours and as we are also citizens, we have to 
get all benefits that everyone is getting in our 
respective countries. 
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 SPOTLIGHT 

 

‘M’e ‘Mat’sele Manosa – aged 60 
Local Councilor at Mashaleng 
Community Council 

 
1. How comes that you did stand for elections 
of local government? 

 
 I did stand just because I like politics but I 

was also a hard working person. 
Communities asked me to stand. 
 

2. What are you roles within the council? 

 
 I am working on issues of women. Children 

and people with disabilities to encourage 
them to start their projects of livelihood  

 
3. What were the challenges you faced when 
campaigning for elections as a woman? 

 
 As a woman, I got some harassing words 

from other women specifically 
 
4. Did you notice a person with disability who 
wanted to be elected during that campaign? 

 
 There was one man with physical disabled 

Mr. Teboho Mohale and he succeeded; he 
is now a local councilor. 

 

 
 

 

 

5. When did you come across working with 
people with disabilities? 

 
 I started immediately after election of 

local government  
 

6.  Is there any specific project meant for 
people with disabilities in the council? 

 
 There are no specific projects as the 

council does not have budget 

 
7.  Are there any people with disabilities 
representing issues of disability within the 
committee of services? 

 
 Only Mr. Teboho who is also a council 

member 

 
8. To the politicians that you know, whom 
would you date if you were to? 

 
 I would like to date Mr. Maboe Moletsane 

even though he has passed away, may 
his soul rest in peace 

 
9. What are your views about the living 
conditions of people with disabilities in 
Lesotho? 

 
 They are living in a vulnerable situation. I 

wish we could have enough money to 
hold a huge procession to raise 
awareness at Mashaleng about rights of 
PWDs. 

 
10.  If you were to spend your last three days 
on Earth, what would you do or spend those 
days with? 

 
 I would like to spend that time with 

Women, children and people with 
disabilities and sing together to praise the 
Lord 
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 UPCOMING EVENTS 

GRADUATION CEREMONY AT 

ITJARENG 

 

The activity will be held at Itjareng 

Vocational Training Centre on the 28
th

 

November 

 

For more information please conduct Itjareng 

office Tel: +266 28350279 

 

Email: IVTCdirector@gmail.com 

 

DISABILITY DAY CELEBRATION  

             3RD DECEMBER  

 

The day is almost near the corner, we are 

all invited to attend the celebration to be 

held at the district of Qacha’s nek 

 

For more information please conduct: LNFOD    

office Tel: +266 22320345 or Mr. Rabasotho 

MoeletsiCell: +266 58700925 

 

Email: moeletsi@lnfod.org.ls 

          moeletsi911@gmail.com 

 

 

 

DISABILITY SERVICE DAY 

 

The event will take place on the 6th 

November at the centre. 

 

For more information please conduct: Ithuseng 

Vocational and Rehabilitation Centre or Ministry of 

Social Development on these numbers:  

+266 28312281 

 

mailto:IVTCdirector@gmail.com
mailto:moeletsi@lnfod.org.ls
mailto:moeletsi911@gmail.com
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